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NCSE is pleased to announce the winners of the Friend of Darwin award for 2015: Neil Shubin, the Robert
R. Bensley Distinguished Service Professor of the Department of Organismal Biology and Anatomy at the
University of Chicago, codiscoverer of Tiktaalik roseae and author of Your Inner Fish (2008), and Ronald
L. Numbers, the Hilldale Professor of the History of Science and Medicine at the University of Wisconsin,
Madison, and author of The Creationists (1992, expanded edition 2006).
"It would be hard to think of anyone who has contributed as much as Ron Numbers has to the
understanding of creationism as a historical and social phenomenon, through his own work and the work
that it has inspired," commented NCSE's executive director Ann Reid, "while it is hard to know whether to
praise Neil Shubin more for his outstanding research in vertebrate paleontology or for his equally
outstanding eﬀorts to explain the power — and wonder — of evolutionary biology in language that
everyone can understand."
NCSE is also pleased to announce the winners of the Friend of the Planet award for 2015: Naomi Oreskes,
Professor of History of Science at Harvard University and coauthor of Merchants of Doubt (2010); Greg
Craven, creator of "The Most Terrifying Video You'll Ever See" and its sequels and author of What's the
Worst That Could Happen? (2009); and the Alliance for Climate Education, a non-proﬁt organization that

has delivered informative and compelling presentations on climate change to almost two million high
school students.
Ann Reid praised Oreskes's work on the history of climate change denial as "ten years of unﬂinching,
erudite, and accessible reporting on where science denial comes from and how it works" and Craven's
outreach eﬀorts as "a touchstone for the climate education movement." Through its series of in-school
assemblies, the Alliance for Climate Education "has made truly impressive contributions to informing and
inspiring youth, helping them to appreciate the essential science of climate change and what can be
done to address it," she added.
The Friend of Darwin [4] and Friend of the Planet [5] awards are presented annually to a select few whose
eﬀorts to support NCSE and advance its goal of defending the teaching of evolution and climate science
have been truly outstanding. Previous recipients of the Friend of Darwin award include Sean Carroll,
Marjorie Esman, Brandon Haught, David Hillis, Lawrence Lerner, Patricia Princehouse, and Howard Van
Till, to name only a few. The ﬁrst recipients of the Friend of the Planet Award, inaugurated in 2014, were
Michael E. Mann and Richard Alley.
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